The radial trace (R-T) domain can be useful for seismic wavefield separation, particularly coherent noise attenuation. The reason for this is that the mapping trajectories of the R-T transform can be readily fitted to various linear wavefronts in the recorded X-T domain wavefield, especially those emanating from a common origin (source point). This allows these components to be efficiently represented in the R-T domain and hence easily separated. The separation can be readily accomplished using a variety of routine processing techniques. These techniques are explored and optimized.
Introduction
Radial trace domain techniques for attenuation of coherent noise in seismic data were introduced by Henley (1999 Henley ( , 2000a Henley ( , 2000b Henley ( , 2003 , based on earlier work by Claerbout (1975 Claerbout ( , 1983 , who introduced the radial trace (R-T) transform primarily for use in migration and related imaging algorithms. The R-T transform is well-suited to linear noise attenuation because the geometry of the mapping operator (linear trajectories radiating from a common origin) fits the shape of most coherent noises, and can be arranged to capture them efficiently (each wavefront concentrated into only a few radial traces). This concentration allows the noises to be more easily separated from the rest of the wavefield. Not only do linear noise wavefronts collapse into relatively few traces in the R-T domain, but their apparent frequency is shifted significantly lower as well. Coherent noise is thus separated from reflection events in the R-T domain by both velocity and frequency and can be attenuated by using that separation. Coherent noise attenuation in the R-T domain can be achieved as simply as applying a low-cut filter to the radial traces. A more flexible approach, however, is to apply a low-pass filter instead, to estimate or 'model' the noise, then to subtract the X-T domain version of the modeled noise from the input panel. Both the noise modeling and the noise subtraction process can be separately optimized. In this work, several single and multi-trace operations are evaluated for effectiveness in modeling coherent noise in the R-T domain, and the X-T domain noise subtraction process is also examined briefly.
Most processing efforts to increase the temporal resolution of seismic data are based on some form of deconvolution, which usually assumes that each seismic trace conforms to the standard convolutional model. This model is essentially a 1-dimensional one in which seismic energy is transmitted and reflected back along a single raypath at normal incidence to reflecting interfaces. Since few real seismic traces are measured at normal incidence, however, the convolutional model is violated to some degree by most traces. Significantly, as noted by Claerbout and later by Taner (1980) , when a seismic wavefield is transformed to the R-T domain, each trace in the new domain represents energy which travels along a single common downgoing raypath and parallel upgoing raypath segments. This ensures that transmissions and reflections at each interface share a common incidence angle, and that energy traveling along raypath segments through the same layer share a common transit time. This satisfies most of the conditions implied by the standard convolutional model, so R-T domain traces should yield more accurate deconvolved reflection amplitudes and should provide the proper setting for predictive demultiple procedures as well.
Modeling coherent noise in the R-T domain
The R-T transform produces separation of coherent noise from reflection signal by both velocity and frequency, and both characteristics can be used to 'model' or estimate the noise from the R-T transform of an input seismic trace gather. Relative amplitudes of traces of different apparent velocity can be selectively scaled to emphasize those radial traces which contain mostly coherent noise; but a more useful approach is to apply to all the radial traces in the R-T transform some operation which rejects energy in the seismic frequency band but enhances energy at those low frequencies occupied exclusively by R-T domain coherent noise. The most obvious choice for such an operation is just a single trace low-pass filter; but many other operations, both single and multi-trace can be conceived. To illustrate noise modeling, Figure 1 shows a single raw shot gather from the Blackfoot seismic survey, and Figure 2 shows the coherent noise estimated by applying a single trace lowpass filter in the R-T domain. Figure 3 shows the result of subtracting this noise estimate from the raw shot. As can be seen, a relatively high level of residual noise remains after this operation, indicating the potential for improving the noise modeling process. A number of different schemes have been tested, and, as an example, Figure 4 shows the result of subtracting a noise estimate obtained using a multi-trace K-F filter in the R-T domain. This result is clearly superior to that shown in Figure 3 , but it requires more computational effort.
Deconvolution
The standard convolutional model of the seismic trace, that is invoked to justify the class of procedures known collectively as deconvolution, is 1-dimensional. It assumes that seismic energy transmits and reflects from earth layer . . . interfaces along a single, normally incident raypath, so that the seismic wavelet reflected from each interface is not affected by differences in travel paths or by differing angles of incidence at each interface. In actual practice, however, the raypaths followed by seismic energy during data acquisition are as shown schematically in Figure 5 . According to this schematic, seismic reflections recorded . Other ways to improve the model-and-subtract technique of coherent noise attenuation are to optimize the scaling applied to the noise estimate before subtraction, or alternatively, to iterate the entire model-and-subtract sequence several times. Both approaches have been investigated, but iteration is presently the easier and more practical approach. on a single trace have no raypaths in common; in fact, raypath segments in the same layer are not even parallel, indicating unequal transit times and incidence angles. The only exception to this occurs when the receiver coincides with the source, a rare occurrence in actual seismic surveys. When a conventional shot gather is mapped into R-T space, however, the raypaths representing the events on a single R-T trace are then represented by the schematic in Figure 6 . In this schematic, downgoing energy traverses the same raypath segments for all reflections, and the upgoing raypath segments are parallel in common layers, making the transit times and incidence angles through each layer equal for all reflections beneath that layer. For laterally homogeneous earth materials, this raypath picture is consistent with the assumptions inherent in the 1-D convolutional model; so deconvolution is more appropriately applied in the R-T domain than in the native X-T domain. A similar argument was used by Taner (1980) to motivate the R-T domain implementation of long-period multiple removal from marine data. Figure 7 shows a portion of the Blackfoot shot gather of Fig. 1 after being deconvolved in the X-T domain by the Gabor deconvolution algorithm (Margrave et al, 2002a (Margrave et al, , 2002b ), while Figure 8 shows the same data deconvolved in the R-T domain by Gabor deconvolution (with the same parameters). Close examination of the two figures shows that shallow reflections have greater amplitude and extend to greater offsets on the R-T domain deconvolution than on the X-T domain result. An additional benefit of doing the deconvolution in the R-T domain is the attenuation of the direct arrival sequence, as well. The close-ups in figures 9 and 10 focus on a sequence of reflections that, in the X-T deconvolved result, exhibits 'ringing', which may be internal or pegleg multiples, tuned over this particular offset range. This ringing is not evident in the comparable R-T domain result, however, possibly because of the closer adherence to the convolutional model by the R-T domain representation. Note that while the R-T domain result appears to be somewhat lower in bandwidth, the reflections themselves appear to have resolution comparable to their counterparts in the X-T domain results.
Conclusions
The basic R-T domain coherent noise attenuation technique can be improved by focusing on the operations used in the R-T domain to model the noise, and by iteration of the model-and-subtract sequence.
There are indications that the R-T domain is better suited to deconvolution than the X-T domain. While R-T domain .
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